Abstract. We present magnetospheric observations of very large amplitude global scale ULF waves, from 9 and 10 December 2000 when the upstream solar wind speed exceeded 600 km/s. We characterise these ULF waves using groundbased magnetometer, radar and optical instrumentation on both the dawn and dusk flanks; we find evidence to support the hypothesis that discrete frequency field line resonances (FLRs) were being driven by magnetospheric waveguide modes. During the early part of this interval, Cluster was on an outbound pass from the northern dusk side magnetospheric lobe into the magnetosheath, local-time conjugate to the Canadian sector. In situ magnetic fluctuations, observed by Cluster FGM, show evidence of quasiperiodic motion of the magnetosheath boundary layer with the same period as the ULF waves seen on the ground. Our observations represent the first simultaneous magnetometer, radar and optical observations of the characteristics of FLRs, and confirm the potential importance of ULF waves for magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, particularly via the generation and modulation of electron precipitation into the ionosphere. The in situ Cluster measurements support the hypothesis that, during intervals of fast solar wind speed, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) can excite magnetospheric waveguide modes which bathe the flank magnetosphere with discrete frequency ULF wave power and drive large amplitude FLRs. Paper submitted to the special issue devoted to "Cluster: First scientific results", Ann. Geophysicae, 19, 10/11/12, 2001. 
Introduction
Global oscillations of magnetospheric field lines can be excited in the magnetosphere by the solar wind. Dungey (1955) was the first to consider the possibility that ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves might constitute Alfvén waves which stand along geomagnetic field lines. Southwood (1974) and Chen and Hasegawa (1974) first considered how fast surface waves, excited by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) on the magnetopause, could drive standing Alfvén field line resonances (FLRs) on field lines of matching eigenfrequency. Following the observations of Kivelson et al. (1984) , Southwood (1985, 1986) solved the problem of explaining the occurrence of discrete frequency FLRs by proposing that radially standing fast cavity mode waves could be excited between the magnetopause and a turning point inside the magnetosphere. Their model produced a discrete spectrum of cavity modes, each of which would resonantly drive a monochromatic FLR. Later work (see e.g. Samson et al., 1992; Walker et al., 1992; Wright, 1994) proposed that the outer magnetosphere might be better modelled as an open waveguide, rather than a cavity. In the waveguide model, discrete frequency wavegui de modes drive FLRs as they propagate and disperse down the waveguide, Mann et al. (1998) having presented the first observa-tional evidence for the existence and propagation of waveguide modes.
In recent theoretical work, showed how, under conditions of sufficiently fast magnetosheath flow speed, body type magnetospheric waveguide modes can be driven by magnetopause KHI, in addition to the standard KH surface waves (see also Mills et al., 1999) . Interestingly, the theory predicts that the conditions local to the magnetopause can control both the transport ULF wave power from the magnetosheath into the magnetosphere and the excitation of large amplitude FLRs. By examining the azimuthal phase speed characteristics of multiple harmonic FLRs, the theory can also be used to distinguish between FLRs driven by waveguide modes which result from solar wind impulses and those waveguide modes which are excited by magnetopause KHI (see Mills and Wright, and Mathie and Mann, 2000 , for more details).
To test this theory requires ground-satellite conjugate studies which compare the global structure of the FLRs seen on the ground with satellite measurements from close to the magnetopause. In this paper we conduct co-ordinated ground-based and Cluster observations of the global scale Pc5 ULF waves which are excited on the magnetospheric flanks between 9 and 10 December 2000 during an interval of fast (> 600 kms −1 ) solar wind speed. Our observations provide support for the hypotheiss that the KHI was responsible for exciting the large amplitude pulsations observed on the ground and for injecting significant energy into the flank magnetosphere. Our observations also provide further supporting evidence for the importance of ULF waves for magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, in particular though the generation of auroral currents and the modulation of electron precipitation into the auroral ionosphere.
Instrumentation
We present co-ordinated ground-based and Cluster observations of ULF pulsations from 22:00 UT on 9 December (day of year 344) until 08:00 UT on 10 December 2000 (day of year 345). During this interval the magnetosphere was subject to a steady fast solar wind speed stream, the level 2 ACE data from the SWEPAM (McComas et al., 1998) instrument (not shown) showing that the solar wind speed remained in excess of 600 km/s, the solar wind dynamic pressure remaining constant ∼ 2.5 nPa. Between approximately 22:00 UT and 02:00 UT, the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar , and CANOPUS (Rostoker et al., 1995) magnetometer and photometer data from the dusk local time sector showed clear evidence of the excitation Pc5 FLRs.
During December 2000, the Cluster spacecraft were still in the commissioning phase; however, data was being taken during certain intervals. Between approximately 22:00 UT and 24:00 UT, Cluster was local-time conjugate to the Canadian sector on an outbound trajectory from the northern dusk flank lobe into the magnetosheath. Figure 1 shows the positions of the CANOPUS stations (red dots in the Canadian sector) and the field of view of the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar in the Canadian sector. Filled dots indicate the magnetic footprint of the Cluster 1 satellite trajectory, traced with the Tsyganenko 96 field model (Tsyganenko, 1996) , plotted every 5 min and colour coded to indicate the radial position of the spacecraft. Similarly, un-filled dots show the radial projection of the trajectory of Cluster 1 and demonstrate the local time conjugacy of the Cluster satellites to the Canadian sector. The geographic pole is indicated with a cross; contours of geomagnetic latitude and longitude are plotted with increments of 10 and 15 degrees, respectively.
Later in this interval, from 01:30 UT until around 08:00 UT (and later), the morning local time sector showed clear evidence from European ground instrumentation of large amplitude pulsations and field line resonances. The field of view of the STARE Norway radar (belonging to the MIRACLE instrument network, Syrjäsuo et al., 1998) , and the CUTLASS (Co-operative UK Twin Located Auroral Sounding System) Hankasalmi, Finland (26.61 • E, 62.32 • N) SuperDARN radar, along with the positions of the IMAGE and SAMNET (Yeoman et al., 1990a) magnetometer stations (red dots in the European sector) used in this study are also indicated on Fig. 1 . The geographic and magnetic coordinates of the CANOPUS and the IMAGE and SAMNET magnetometer stations are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. This configuration of ground-based instruments on the dawn and dusk flank, combined with data local to the dusk magnetopause from Cluster, allow us to present a detailed analysis of the energisation of both the dawn and dusk flank magnetosphere (e.g. McDiarmid et al., 1994) by the solar wind. The Cluster data allow us to test the hypothesis that fluctuations close to the magnetopause, such as the KHI, may have energised large amplitude pulsations and field line resonances on the flanks of the magnetosphere.
Observations

Ground-based dusk sector observations
We use Canadian sector ground-based data to identify and characterize a well-defined field line resonance and the associated wave dynamics in the dusk sector. Pc5 wave activity is evident in CANOPUS magnetometer data in the hours between 22:00 UT on 9 December and 04:00 UT on 10 December 2000. As we have supporting SuperDARN radar and CANOPUS photometer data, we focus on the latter part of this interval. Figure 2 shows the H and D components of the magnetic field measured by the CANOPUS magnetometer network from 00:00-04:00 UT, the data having been rotated from geographic X and Y polarisation into CGM H and D magnetic polarisation for the year 2000 epoch. Large amplitude Pc5 ULF wave activity is clearly visible throughout this interval in both the H and D components, with a particularly prominent wave packet being observed between 00:00-00:40 UT. Figure 2 also clearly shows that the ULF wave ac- tivity is stronger over the eastern CANOPUS stations, the waves being much less apparent at the most (CGM) longitudinally distant stations DAW, FSM and FSI. Figure 3 shows the (CGM) latitudinally stacked H component power spectrum for the interval 00:00-01:00 UT, filtered between 1 and 10 mHz (note that the DAW power spectra is not shown due to the low wave amplitudes and this station's large longitudinal separation from the other CANO-PUS sites). Between the latitudes of the FCH and MCM stations, a very clear latitude independent spectral peak at around 3.0 mHz is apparent, the half power points spanning approximately 2.8-3.4 mHz. In Fig. 4 , we show the results from a complex demodulation analysis (e.g. Beamish et al., 1979) of this dominant spectral peak. The technique of complex demodulation allows one to determine the amplitude and phase characteristics of a non-stationary time series by comparison with a reference signal. Figure 4 shows the latitudinal variation of the H and D component amplitude (first panel) and phase (second panel) for the CANOPUS Churchill line at the time of maximum H component amplitude (6 min period demodulate, bandpass filtered between 341 s and 381 s and analysed at 00:20 UT; see Mathie et al. (1999) for more details about applying the complex demodulation technique to FLRs).
For the dominantly Alfvénic signatures expected at a field line resonance, the magnetic perturbations in the magnetosphere are rotated through 90 • upon transmission through the ionosphere to the ground (e.g. Hughes and Southwood, 1976) . Consequently, a well-developed FLR with a dominant toroidal polarisation in the magnetosphere would be rotated into a wave dominated by the H -component on the ground, exactly as is seen in Fig. 4 . The H -component shows the clear latitudinal amplitude maxima and 180 • phase change expected for a well-developed field line resonance (see e.g. Mathie et al., 1999) . The D-component also shows an amplitude maximum, and similarly displays a large phase change across the resonance.
The dominant wavepacket is best-defined in the Hcomponent for the stations FSM, GIL and RAB. Using the maximum H -component demodulate from RAB and GIL gives a dimensionless azimuthal wavenumber m ∼ 0.5 ± 0.3 (the error, calculated from the CANOPUS sampling rate, probably gives an upper bound; using an average over the three maximum amplitude demodulates gives m ∼ 0.4 ± 0.1, the error being the standard deviation). Using the D-component, away from the resonance, can minimise any phase changes arising due to small latitudinal displacements between longitudinally spaced stations. Using the D-component station pair of ISL and MCM, away from the resonance, gives m = +1.7 ± 0.2 (the H -component gives m = +1.5 ± 0.2). Despite the slight variability, all these measurements are consistent with the expected eastward (tailward) propagation for dusk FLRs which are excited by waveguide modes driven by the solar wind. The low magnitude of m is consistent with previous observations of FLRs which were believed to have been driven by magnetospheric waveguide modes (e.g. Fenrich et al., 1995; Mathie et al., 1999) and signifies that the waves are global scale magnetospheric phenomena.
In Fig. 5 we show in more detail the latitudinal dynamics of the pulsations along the Churchill line. The top panel shows a keogram of 557.7 nm data from the CANOPUS Rankin Inlet meridian scanning photometer (MSP) while the bottom panel shows a stack plot of the X-component magnetometer data from the six Churchill line magnetometer stations (AACGM, e.g. Baker and Wing, 1989, invariant driven field line resonance (e.g. Wright and Allan, 1996a) . The 630 nm data from the Rankin Inlet MSP (not shown) indicates that the boundary between open and closed fieldlines lies at ∼ 74 • AACGM invariant between 00:00 UT and 01:00 UT, after which it moves poleward (see Blanchard et al., 1997 , for a discussion of the use of 630 nm data in the determination of the polar cap boundary). Hence, during the interval 00:00-01:00 UT, the peak 557.7 nm emissions are located roughly 2 • equatorward of the polar cap boundary (between the latitudes of the ESK and RAN magnetometer stations). This is consistent with Figs. 2, 3 and 5 which show that the highest latitude station TAL displays very little evidence of any clear ULF wave activity, consistent with its location on open field lines inside the polar cap. Moreover, the 630 nm data suggest that the latitude of the resonance maps into the central plasma sheet.
In Fig. 6 we show the ionospheric F-region plasma velocity as measured by beam 14 of the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar. Positive velocities correspond to motion towards the radar. As beam 14 of the radar passes over Fort Churchill (see Fig. 1 of Voronkov et al. (1997) for a schematic of relative positions of the SuperDARN field of view over the Churchill Line stations), positive velocities are indicative of south-west oriented plasma drifts. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , there is a clear signature of a field line resonance in the radar data between 00:00 UT and 00:30 UT. Furthermore, comparing velocities measured in different beams, we can conclude that the resonance is dominantly polarised with the flow velocity in the azimuthal direction. Based on the SuperDARN data, the phase of the pulsations clearly increases with increasing latitude, again consistent with the poleward phase propagation seen in the X-component magnetometer data in Fig. 5 .
Magnetometer and radar data are further analysed in Fig. 7 where the power spectral density of the X-component magnetic field from GIL, FCH, ESK, and RAN is shown in panel (a), and the power spectral density of plasma velocity from beam 14 of the Saskatoon radar is shown in panel (b). The data have been pre-filtered with a Butter filter with a low frequency cutoff at 0.5 mHz. The magnetometer data shows that the frequency of the spectral peak at each station decreases with latitude, again, as expected for a driven field line resonance. For a driven resonance, the response on any given field line will result from a combination of the fast mode driving frequency and the local natural Alfvén frequency of the field line (see e.g. ?, and references therein for a detailed discussion)McDiarmid++99. Once the driver has decayed, the field line resonance will be increasingly dominated by the response at the local Alfvén resonant eigenfrequency. This will result in phase mixing across the FLR (see e.g. Mann et al., 1995) . The increase of wave period with latitude, characteristic of phase mixing, is the most expected and important feature of a well-developed field line resonance and is a direct consequence of an Earthward gradient of the Alfvén velocity in the magnetosphere outside the plasmapause. In panel (b), it can be clearly seen that the spectral distribution of the convection pulsations measured by the radar is close to the spectrum of magnetic pulsations registered by the Fort Churchill magnetometer, confirming that both instruments are measuring the same wave at the same location.
Observations of the field line resonance above are in very good agreement with theoretical expectations such as those presented Samson et al. (1998) which can be summarized as follows. At one phase of the resonance, the upward field aligned current (FAC) sheet is at the equatorward border of the resonance region. This FAC moves poleward, consistent with the latitudinal phase shift (c.f. Wright and Allan, 1996a and Mann, 1997) . In the low-m field line resonance, the upward FAC is mostly closed by a near-longitudinally directed Pedersen current. This in turn corresponds to an Eastward Hall current equatorward of the upward FAC sheet. The maxima of the Eastward Hall current occurs at the same time as the peak of the westward plasma convection flow. In Fig. 8 , we combine the time dependence of the magnetic X-component Fort Churchill (normalized by 100 nT) and plasma velocities measured using beam 14 right above Fort Churchill. As seen from Fig. 8 , these independent instruments show excellent agreement with both the magnetic and velocity measurements showing the same period and wavepacket structure. Moreover, the observed velocities and X-component magnetic field perturbations are clearly in phase, as expected on the basis of the above arguments.
Cluster dusk sector observations
At 22:00 UT on 9 December, Cluster was on an outbound trajectory through the northern lobe in the dusk flank, conjugate to the Canadian sector on the ground (see Fig. 1 topause, for an upstream dynamic pressure of 3 nPa, is also shown in the GSE X−Y plane at a fixed height of Z = 10 R E (GSM). The vector direction of the magnetopause, normal (GSE) from the model at the location crossed by Cluster, is also indicated (n MP = (0.51, 0.63, 0.59)).
In Fig. 10 we show the magnetic field measured by the FGM instrument (Balogh et al., 2001 ) on-board Cluster 3 between 21:00 and 24:00 UT on 9 December 2000. The first, second and third panels show the spin resolution 4 s FGM magnetic field in the GSE Z, Y and X directions, respec- tively, with the final panel showing the magnetic field magnitude. As can be clearly seen, Cluster enters the magnetosheath boundary layer from the magnetosphere at 22:10 UT (first dotted red line, marked as BL). At 23:40 UT, Cluster crosses the magnetopause and enters the magnetosheath proper (second dotted red line, marked as MP). Between these times, Cluster travels deeper into the magnetosheath boundary layer, the magnetic field gradually decreasing from magnetospheric values (before 22:10 UT) towards the lower magnetosheath magnetic fields seen at the end of the interval (after 23:40 UT).
In Fig. 11 we show the results from a minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) of the magnetopause crossing around 23:40 UT which shows significant shear across the boundary. The top panel shows, after Dunlop et al. (1999) , a scatter plot (pink crosses) of the magnetic field angles (θ and φ GSE) measured by FGM on Cluster 2 between 23:34-23:48 UT. For a tangential discontinuity (TD) crossing, the field direction through the boundary should lie nearly on a plane (since B.n = 0). The green curve represents a planar fit to the data points, indicating the field directions which would be expected if the magnetic field vectors during this magnetopause crossing lay in a plane. The red curve shows the locus of the plane which results from a minimum variance analysis (MVA) between these times, the minimum variance plane having a normal vector n MV A = (0.63, 0.49, 0.60) (GSE). The normal direction is stable and has an eigenvalue ratio in excess of 10. There is excellent agreement between the fit to the observed data and the results from the minimum variance analysis indicating that the magnetopause was a fairly clean tangential discontinuity.
Interestingly, MVA analysis applied to Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 in the same interval produces normals which point in the same direction as Cluster 2 ( in the Z direction which may indicate some magnetopause compression (n MV A = [0.73, 0.50, 0.47]). However, in general, the normals from the MVA point approximately in the direction of the expected model MP normal direction (see Fig. 9 ). Consequently, the magnetopause crossing at 23:40 UT is consistent with the advection of a magnetopause which is planar on the scale of the Cluster spacecraft separation. Note, however, that the MVA determined normals point a little more sunwards than the direction predicted by the MP model. Interestingly, as pointed out by Otto and Fairfield (2000) (see also Fairfield et al., 2000 , and references therein), if the magnetopause normal were being distorted slightly by the KHI, then for crossings from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath (at the trailing edge), the magnetopause (MVA) normal would be expected to point slightly sunwards of the model MP normal, exactly as observed here.
The bottom panel of Fig. 11 shows the angle of the magnetic field out of the plane of the MVA normal, θ bn . It can be clearly seen that θ bn is close to zero for the magnetopause crossing around 23:40 UT, as would be expected for a TD. Interestingly, the magnetic geometry of the entry of Cluster into the magnetosheath boundary layer around 22:10 UT is also well characterised by θ bn angles which are close to zero. This suggests that the structure of the edge of the boundary layer was also planar, being aligned with a normal direction close to that of the magnetopause crossing at 23:40 UT. Unfortunately, this cannot be verified with a MVA since the entry into the magnetosheath boundary layer is characterised by low magnetic shear.
As Cluster enters the boundary layer, a number of interest-ing structures are revealed. Figure 12 shows the FGM magnetic field magnitude from the four Cluster spacecraft in the interval 22:00 to 24:00 UT. The first three panels show the data between 22:00-22:20 UT, 22:20-22:40 UT and 22:40-23:00 UT, whilst the fourth panel summarises the Cluster FGM observations in the interval 22:00-24:00 UT. Again, the entry into the boundary later at 22:10 UT and the magnetopause crossing around 23:40 UT are both clearly seen. Following the entry into the boundary layer (BL) at 22:10 UT, the Cluster spacecraft measure magnetic field variations with short correlation lengths; different spacecraft measuring different field fluctuations. In agreement with the single spacecraft data shown in Fig. 10 , there is a transition into a less turbulent and more magnetosphere-like region within the BL (with longer correlation lengths) between 23:18 and 23:40 UT, perhaps as a result of outwards motion of the magnetopause and boundary layer moving Cluster closer to the magnetosphere. After the magnetopause crossing at 23:40 UT, the correlation between individual Cluster spacecraft is again reduced, consistent with the Cluster spacecraft moving into the magnetosheath proper. The fourth panel of Fig. 12 also highlights three particular regions of interest, each of which are magnified in panels one, two and three. In the first panel, all four Cluster spacecraft see effectively the same magnetic field as they travel through the outer lobe towards the magnetopause until around 22:10 UT. At this time, the four Cluster spacecraft enter the magnetosheath boundary layer (BL), each spacecraft entering the lower field magnitude region in the boundary layer at slightly different times. Spacecraft two (red) enters the BL first, with spacecraft one and three (black and green) crossing the BL next, followed by Cluster four (magenta). Looking again at the Cluster orbit configuration plot in Fig. 9 , the ordering of the spacecraft entries into the BL can be understood on the basis of the orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the expected model magnetopause orientation. Figure 9 shows that in the X − Y plane, Cluster 2 (red) is situated at highest GSE X position, and would be expected to enter the BL first at this local time. Subsequent MP crossing would then be expected by Cluster 3, followed by Cluster 1 and 4. However, Cluster 1, 3 and 4 do not lie at the GSE Z position. In the northern lobe, the magnetopause will be inclined towards higher Z at lower Y . Based on the Cluster orientation in the Y Z plane, where Cluster 4 lies at the lowest position in Y and Z, we would expect Cluster 1 and 3 to cross the MP before Cluster 4, exactly as observed.
Given that the low shear entry into the BL at 22:10 UT is characterised by MVA field angles θ bn which are close to zero, the ordering of the spacecraft entries into the BL is also consistent with the hypothesis that the MVA normal from the 23:40 UT MP crossing also characterises the (presumably planar) geometry of the edge of the magnetosheath boundary layer. Hence we can conclude that the entry of Cluster into the magnetosheath BL at 22:10 UT can be explained by the motion of the edge of the locally planar BL across the spacecraft, whose normal lies close to the expected model magnetopause direction.
Examining the structure of the magnetosheath boundary layer between 22:10 UT and 23:00 UT shows that there are number of excursions of the Cluster spacecraft into regions characterised by low |B|. Some of the entries into regions of lower magnetic field magnitude are observed by the Cluster spacecraft in the same sequence as that observed at the 22:10 UT entry into the magnetosheath BL (and that of the 23:40 UT magnetopause crossing) consistent with the advective motion of large scale approximately planar structures in the magnetosheath boundary layer across the spacecraft. For example, examining both Figs. 10 and 12, it is clear that, following entry into the BL at 22:10 UT, Cluster enters a low |B| region, the individual Cluster spacecraft maintaining approximately the same entry sequence as for the BL crossing at 22:10 UT before reaching the minima in |B| at around 22:13-22:14 UT. The subsequent motion back into a region of higher |B| broadly shows the reverse spacecraft ordering, although the signatures appear to be more complex. Other clear examples of entries into regions of low |B| with the same ordering can be seen beginning at around 22:23 UT, 22:36:30 UT, 22:43:30 UT and 22:49 UT, the minima in |B| observed by Cluster 3 being marked by green solid vertical lines in Fig. 10 .
We believe that these regions of low |B| are observed by Cluster as a result of the advection of the magnetosheath boundary layer across the spacecraft, resulting in the sampling of regions of lower magnetic field which lie closer to the magnetopause, although probably not resulting in the crossing of the magnetopause itself. Examining the entries of the Cluster satellites into regions of low |B| in the boundary layer appears to suggest a possible 6-7 min quasiperiodic sequence. There are minima in |B| around 22:13 UT, 22:24 UT, 22:31 UT, 22:38 UT, 22:44 UT and 22:56 UT (cf the green solid vertical lines in Fig. 10 ). As shown in Fig. 10 , the decrease in |B| is, in general, related to a decrease in magnitude of both B X and B Y . There is also some evidence that this quasi-periodic series may continue with |B| and B X decreases also being observed around 23:02 UT, 23:08 UT and 23:16 UT. Interestingly, during the regions of low |B|, there is the suggestion from the bottom panel of Fig. 11 that these may also be accompanied by rotations of the MVA angle θ bn close to zero. This may be suggestive of motion of the Cluster satellites closer to the magnetopause within the BL.
The 6-7 min quasiperiodic sequence of entries into regions of low |B| between 22:13 UT and 22:56 UT does, however, appear to be interrupted by |B| dips missing at times around 22:18 UT and 22:50 UT. Interestingly, as shown in the four spacecraft data from Fig. 12 , at 22:18 UT there is evidence of a classic nested partial entry into a region of lower |B|. Here, Cluster 4 does not enter the low |B| region, whilst Cluster 1 and 3 appear partially to enter a lower |B| region; Cluster 2 enters furthest into the low |B| region. This would be consistent with smaller amplitude inward motion of the magnetosheath boundary layer and hence only a partial entry of the Cluster quartet into a region of lower |B|. This might be expected immediately following entry into the BL when the spacecraft remain close to the magnetosphere and relatively far from the oscillating magnetopause. Certainly the observations in the interval 22:10-23:00 UT seem to be generally supportive of excurions into regions of increasingly lower |B| as Cluster travels deeper into the magnetosheath boundary layer. Similarly, at 22:49 UT there is evidence of sequential Cluster satellite motion into a slightly lower |B| region with the same ordering as the 22:10 UT entry into the BL. After 22:49 UT, as with the other entries into regions of low |B| in the quasi-periodic sequence, a clear decrease in B X is observed. However, in this case |B| does not decrease to such a low magnitude as that seen in the adjacent |B| dips around 22:44 UT and 22:56 UT. This may be in part because the change in B X is partially offset by an increase in B Z . Consequently, the observations from both 22:18 UT and 22:49 UT can still be interpretted as being supportive of filling in the missing entries in the hypothesised 6-7 min quasiperiodic sequence.
This quasi-periodic motion of the magnetpause and boundary layers is consistent with that expected for a global mode of the magnetosphere, this global mode perhaps being excited by the development of the KHI on the dusk flank. For this explanation to be correct the KHI is required to have a wavelength which is much longer than both the Cluster spacecraft separation and the oscillatory displacement of the magnetopause, so that the local orientation of the magnetopause and boundary layer is approximately the same at each spacecraft and relatively close to the expected model MP orientation. As pointed out above, for crossings from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath, the KH would be expected to rotate the normal to point slightly sunwards of the model MP normal (cf. Fairfield et al., 2000) ; we discuss this further below. There are also some partial entries of the Cluster spacecraft into lower |B| regions which do not fit the quasi-periodic sequence, such as that seen by Cluster 1 at 22:28:30 UT or the partially nested structure seen at 22:41:30 UT. However, these two cases may be the result of motion of the magnetopause due to changes in upstream ram pressure or result from local scale structures in the magnetosheath, rather than the development of long down-tail wavelength KHI. Indeed, both of these cases appear to represent situations where the Cluster satellites sample smaller |B| excursions than those adjacent |B| dips which do fit with the quasi-periodic sequence. Moreover, the observations from 22:28:30 UT show a case where Cluster 1 clearly samples the lowest |B| of all four Cluster satellites. Since Cluster 1 lies at the highest Z, this is consistent with the magnetopause and boundary layer moving towards lower Z and flattening the magnetosphere and magnetosheath compared to both the model magnetopause shape and the normals inferred from the 22:10 UT and 23:40 UT BL and MP crossings. This would leave Cluster 1 sampling lower |B| as it "pokes out" further into the boundary layer as compared to the other Cluster satellites and could be consistent with distortion of the magnetopause and boundary layer on smaller spatial scales.
If the Cluster spacecraft are seeing periodic entries into low |B| regions as a result of the periodic motion of an approximately planar magnetosheath boundary layer and magnetopause, due to the action of the KHI, one might expect that there would be similar quasi-periodic entries into regions of higher |B| at the maxima of the outwards motion of the magnetopause. There are examples of transitions with exactly the reverse ordering to that observed for the BL entry at 22:10 UT (Cluster 4, then Cluster 1,3, and then Cluster 2), presumably as a result of the global outwards motion of the magnetopause and boundary layer. Indeed, as mentioned above, following the |B| dip at 22:13 UT there is clear outward motion with the expected ordering beginning at 22:14 UT. Similarly, the nested signature at 22:18 UT suggests clear inward then outward motion of the boundary layer. In a similar fashion, there is evidence of outward motion around 22:24:30 UT (following the inward motion at 22:23 UT); mid-way between the |B| dip at 22:31 UT and that at 22:38 UT there is another example of outward motion beginning at 22:34 UT. However, in this latter instance, the ordering of Cluster 1 and 2 is reversed from that expected for the motion of a planar boundary aligned with the magnetopause. This motion is immediately followed by what appears to be inward motion at 22:35 UT, where the Cluster spacecraft measurements are again ordered by the expected MP orientation. In general, the spacecraft ordering for outward motion of the boundary layer appears to be much more complicated than that for the inward motion. Often, for the outward motion of the boundary layer, the ordering seen by Cluster does not match that expected from the outward motion of planar structures whose orientation is determined by model magnetopause orientation. This suggests that the orientation of the magnetopause and magnetosheath boundary layer may differ between inbound and outbound motion. This could be explained by the development of KH vortex structures on the MP and in the BL; we discuss this further below.
In general the Cluster observations are consistent with quasi-periodic inward and outward motion of the magnetopause and magnetosheath boundary layer across the Cluster quartet. This quasi-periodic motion is what would be expected from a global magnetospheric oscillation such as a magnetospheric waveguide mode. Indeed, since the periodic magnetosheath motion has the same period as the ULF waves on the ground in Canadian sector, LT conjugate to Cluster (see Fig. 1 ), there is the strong suggestion that the motion of the magnetopause may have been related to driving the FLRs seen on the ground. It is possible that the development of a long wavelength KHI on the dusk flank caused the periodic global motion of the magnetosheath boundary layer across the Cluster quartet and that this KHI was the energy source for the large amplitude ULF waves seen on the ground. It should be noted, however, that any global compressional oscillations of the magnetosphere would be expected to cause inward and outward motion of the magnetopause. We discuss the possible solar wind energy sources for these global oscillations further below.
Ground-based dawn sector observations
During the interval 00:00-08:00 UT, on 10 December 2000 (DOY 345), ground-based instrumentation in the European sector also observed very large amplitude ULF waves as the Earth's rotation moved it into the dawn flank. Figure 13 shows the unfiltered H (a) and D (b) component magnetometer data from selected stations of the IMAGE and SAMNET magnetometer arrays (see Fig. 1 and Table 2 for details of the station locations). As can be clearly seen, very large amplitude ULF waves are prevalent throughout this interval across the whole European sector, with particularly clear wave packets between 00:45-02:00 UT, 03:30-04:00 UT and 04:45-06:10 UT. Figure 14 shows the stacked H -component power spectrum, filtered between 100 s and 600 s, for these IMAGE and SAMNET magnetometer stations between 00:45-02:15 UT. A sharp spectral peak, whose frequency is independent of latitude, can be seen at around 3.2 mHz, with a smaller subsidiary latitude independent peak at around 4.5 mHz (this latter peak being less clear on the more westerly SAMNET stations during this interval).
In Fig. 15 we show the results from a complex demodulation analysis of the 3.2 mHz spectral component from a latitudinal chain of selected magnetometer stations from the IMAGE array (bandpassed between 3.0 mHz and 3.3 mHz and taking an average of the two maximum H amplitude demodulates from around 01:50 UT). Similar to the ULF waves seen by CANOPUS on the dusk flank, the IMAGE magnetometers show these dawn flank waves to be dominanted by the H -component on the ground as expected for a dominantly toroidal wave in the magnetosphere. Again, the FLR characteristic is verified by the 180 • latitudinal phase change seen in the H -component. For this wave packet, the Dcomponent also shows a latitudinal peak; however, there is a smaller phase change across the array in this component.
We can also estimate the azimuthal wavenumber of the waves by examining the phase changes at the longitudes local to the latitudinal chain of magnetometer stations shown in Fig. 15 . Examining the phases from the complex demodulation analysis from Fig. 15 and using the D-component to minimise latitudinal phase changes, results in an m-value of ∼ −8.0 ± 1.4 from stations PEL and SOD. Closer to the resonance, the longitudinal chain KIL-MAS-KEV produces more variable phase estimates; however they are consistent with westward phase propagation with m < ∼ 10.
The clear ULF wave activity, seen by the IMAGE and SAMNET magnetometers, was also observed by the STARE VHF radar in the European sector. Figure 16 shows the radar back scatter power (top panel) and flow velocity (bottom panel) from beam 2 of the STARE Norway radar between 00:00 UT and 06:00 UT on 9 December 2000. In the backscatter power returns, very clear wave activity in the Pc5 band can be seen between 01:30-02:00 UT and between 03:30-04:00 UT, with smaller amplitude activity being observed throughout the interval from 00:30-04:00 UT. The wave activity is seen clearly in both the backscatter power and velocities between around 67 and 70 degrees geomagnetic, with evidence of the polewards phase propagation expected for a low-m FLR (e.g. Wright and Allan, 1996a) .
To examine the wave characteristics in more detail, we show in the top panel of Fig. 17 the backscatter power from selected range gates from beam 2. In this plot, very clear sinusoidal backscatter power oscillations are apparent, par- ticularly between 01:20-02:00 UT and 03:30-04:00 UT. The second panel in Fig. 17 shows the velocities seen by the CUT-LASS Hankasalmi radar beam 5, close to the location of the STARE backscatter power returns.
At the beginning (before 00:30 UT) and end (after 04:00 UT) of the interval shown in Fig. 16 there is no STARE radar backscatter, due to a lack of scattering irregularities resulting from the low ambient electric field (see e.g. Waldock et al., 1985) . The VHF radar backscatter, seen by the STARE system in the centre of the interval, corresponds to an interval of enhanced ionospheric convection, as can be seen from the north-western pointing beam of the CUTLASS Hankasalmi radar in the bottom panel of Fig. 17 (see also Greenwald et al., 1995) . The enhanced electric fields will produce backscatter through the two-stream instability (see e.g. Fejer and Kelly, 1980) . The observed phase velocity of such backscatter is not a direct measurement of the line of sight component of the E × B velocity but is limited to the acoustic speed of the E-region ionosphere, although this itself increases non-linearly with the E × B velocity (Robinson, 1986) . The enhanced convection electric field is then modulated by the ULF wave electric field, such that incomplete data coverage is available throughout the wave cycle, complicating any analysis of the wave (Yeoman et al., 1992) . However the observed Doppler velocities are unidirectional and the backscatter intensity, which itself increases with E × B velocity, will thus provide a good proxy for the ULF wave amplitude (see Yeoman et al., 1990b; Shand et al., 1996) .
To examine the properties of the ULF waves seen by STARE, Fig. 18 shows the unfiltered power spectrum of the backscatter power from beam 2, range gate 38, between 01:30-02:00 UT. A clear broad spectral peak, centred on 2.7 mHz, can be seen, in good agreement with the magnetometer observations presented in Fig. 14. In Fig. 19 we show the latitudinal amplitude and phase variation of the 2.7 mHz component from STARE beam 2 for range gates 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 (cf. , the top panel of Fig. 17) . A clear latitudinal amplitude maximum, at around 68.7 • geomagnetic, is seen with a phase change of around 50 • between 67.8 and 69.1 • .
Clearly, there is excellent agreement between the wave activity seen by STARE and by the magnetometers. Both see a clear ULF wave with frequency close to 3.2 mHz (note that the STARE radar spectrum in Fig. 18 has limited frequency resolution due to the analysis of only 30 min of data). The STARE data shows that the power in spectral peak at 2.7 mHz demonstrates both the amplitude maxima and phase change expected from a FLR. Comparing Figs. 19 and 15 , we see that the STARE inferred resonant latitude lies in the gap of magnetometer coverage between MAS and BJN (66-71 • geomagnetic). The resonant latitudes inferred from the IMAGE and STARE data appear to be entirely consistent with the limited latitudinal extent of the STARE backscatter, revealing part of the expected 180 • phase change which is seen over a wider latitudinal range by the magnetometers. Previous observations of Pc5 ULF waves have also placed the resonant field line of waves around 3 mHz frequency between the Scandinavian mainland and BJN station (c.f., the 2.6 and 3.7 mHz FLRs presented in Fig. 8 of Mathie and Mann, 2000) .
We can also estimate the azimuthal wavenumber of the waves using the STARE observations in this interval. Since the STARE radar measures variations along the radar line of sight, calculating the m-values with STARE requires a careful consideration of the geometry of the differing look directions from beam to beam, which can influence the inferred m-values especially if the waves are not linearly polarised. Low-m FLRs are, in general, elliptically polarised at resonance and this can cause the radar beam geometry to influence radar inferred m (see e.g. Ziesolleck et al., 1998) . The STARE data in the interval 01:30-02:00 UT suggest westwards phase propagation with an m-value ∼ 4. This is consistent with the magnetometer estimates and, with a FLR being driven by a tailwards propagating source such as a magnetospheric waveguide mode, in the morning local-time sector. Moreover, this suggests that the STARE latitudinal phase profile shown in Fig. 19 is not significantly contaminated by the 3 • of longitude covered by the latitudinal range.
Returning to Fig. 13 , we can see that large amplitude ULF wave activity continues thoughout the morning sector. Several other large amplitude wavepackets are apparent in both the H -and D-components, the H -component being dominant in each wavepacket with the two wave packets between 03:30-04:00 UT and 04:45-06:10 UT being particularly clear. Amplitude and phase analysis of the 03:30-04:00 UT wave packet show that there is a clear spectral peak at around 2.5 mHz however, the behaviour of the amplitude and phase at this frequency during this interval is complicated by the large amplitude impulsive signature at around 03:52 UT. This feature is clearly related to a poleward moving arc seen by the all-sky-cameras (ASC) of the MIRACLE network (not shown). The ASC camera, the magnetometer, and the STARE data are all consistent with the interpretation of a poleward propagating upward FAC at around 03:52 UT. Other oscillations earlier in this wavepacket also show the signatures of upwards FAC; however they do not appear to have optical counterparts. Consequently, it is difficult to determine whether this arc is related to the pulsation activity which exists throughout the 03:30-04:00 UT interval or is driven by a separate propagating field aligned current (FAC) system which crosses the MIRACLE network at the same time. The wavepacket between 04:45-06:10 UT seems to represent a more continous wavetrain and can be seen to contain a number of discrete spectral components. Figure 20 shows the unfiltered H -component power spectrum between 04:30-05:45 UT; clear latitude-independent discrete spectral peaks are apparent at around 1.9, 2.7, 3.7, and 4.6 mHz. Latitudinal amplitude maxima and phase changes consistent with the excitation of FLRs are seen for each spectral component (not shown). Figure 21 shows the frequencies and the corresponding modulus of the m-values for the wavepackets seen in Fig. 13 for the two discrete frequencies seen between 01:30-02:00 UT (cf. Fig. 14) and the four discrete frequencies seen between 04:45-06:10 UT (cf Fig. 20) .
m-values were calculated using the D-component from the SOD-PEL station pair, to minimise the effects of latitudinal phase changes which dominate near the resonance and have more influence in the H -rather than the D-component. The m-values, shown in Fig. 21 , were all measured to be negative (westward) consistent with tailward phase propagation in the morning sector; however, the figure shows the modulus of m for clarity. The frequency components from the earlier wave packet are marked with an x-symbol in Fig. 21 , the error bars in frequency and m-value are calculated on the basis of the bandwidth of the complex demodulation analysis used to isolate each spectral component and the standard deviation in the m-value estimates taken over the maximum H -component amplitude demodulates, respectively. Both wavepackets suggest that there might be an almost linear relationship between frequency and m-value; the dot-dashed lines show an approximate best-fit line through the origin and the data points. Hence, we can estimate the azimuthal phase speed of these wavepackets in the ionosphere, using the relationship v phI = 2πR E cos f/m where R E is the Earths radius, is the latitude of the observation and f is the wave frequency. This results in (westward) ionospheric phase speeds of 6.7 km/s and 12.0 km/s for each of the two wavepackets respectively, where we have assumed a latitude of 66 • close to the stations recording maximum amplitudes. These phase speeds compare well with previous estimates of FLR common azimuthal phase speeds as presented, for example, by Mathie and Mann (2000) (e.g. their Fig. 4) , and are consistent with the downtail (westward) phase propagation expected in the morning sector.
Discussion
The characteristics of the FLRs reported here are in good agreement with those recently presented by previous authors who have attributed the FLR excitation to waveguide modes (e.g. Mathie et al., 1999) . Recent theoretical work by (see also Mills et al., 1999) has shown that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can excite body type waveguide modes, in addition to the standard KH surface waves. Later work by Mills and Wright (1999) and (see also Wright and Rickard, 1995) has shown that multiple FLRs excited by several radial waveguide mode harmonics will be expected to possess the same azimuthal phase speed. Observational evidence (e.g. Mathie and Mann, 2000) has now placed this hypothesis on a firmer footing by show- Unfiltered H -component power spectra from selected IMAGE magnetometer stations between 04:30-05:45 UT. Clear latitude independent spectral peaks are apparent at around 1.9, 2.7, 3.7 and 4.6 mHz. ing clearly how common azimuthal phase speed FLRs can be driven during fast solar wind speed intervals. According to the theory of , body waveguide modes (in addition to the usual surface modes) can be energised by the KHI once the magnetosheath flow speed exceeds a critical speed ∼ 500 kms −1 (the exact critical speed depends upon variations in the sound and Alfvén speeds and the magnetic field across the magnetopause). The theory is in excellent agreement with the observations of Engebretson et al. (1998) (see also Mathie and Mann, 2001 ) who showed that ULF wave power in the morning side increases significantly when the solar wind speed > ∼ 500 kms −1 . Statistical studies of the diurnal variation of Pc5 ULF wave power show that it is strongly peaked in the morning local time sector. As discussed by , stabilising IMF magnetic field tension in the dusk local time sector is usually cited as a likely reason for the dawn-dusk flank asymmetry (see Lee and Olson, 1980) . Further, and as shown by , the KHI acts through the propagation of disturbances against the background flow. In the magnetospheric frame, the down-tail phase speed of waves driven by the KHI only occurs because they are advected downstream by the flow. This should result in azimuthal phase speeds, v ph , for KH driven FLRs which are < U .
In the observations we have presented here, there is clear observational evidence for the excitation of large amplitude Pc5 FLRs on both the dawn and dusk flanks during an interval of fast solar wind speed. Figure 21 shows that the multiple frequency FLRs observed on the dawn flank in the intervals between 01:30-02:00 UT and 04:45-06:10 UT had common ionospheric azimuthal phase speeds of 6.7 kms −1 and 12.0 kms −1 , respectively. Assuming an equatorial magnetopause standoff distance of 10 R E , produces estimates of the magnetopause phase speeds of around 170 kms −1 and 300 kms −1 , respectively. These phase speeds are likely to be less than U at the local times of the measurements, espe- cially given that on the flanks the magnetosheath speed approaches the upstream solar wind speed (e.g. Spreiter and Stahara, 1980) . Consequently, the low, common azimuthal phase speed property of the FLRs on the dawn flank provides excellent evidence that the KHI was responsible for energising waveguide modes which themselves drive large amplitude FLRs on the dawn flank (cf. .
On the dusk flank, however, multiple frequency FLRs were not recorded in the interval studied (between 00:00-00:40 UT). Using the m-value estimated from the Dcomponent at the ISL and MCM stations ( ≈ 64.5 • ), for a 6 min period wave, results in a significantly faster ionospheric azimuthal phase speed of around 28 kms −1 . Mapping this speed to a model magnetopause at 10 R E produces a magnetopause phase speed ∼ 650 kms −1 , very similar to the upstream solar wind speed. As discussed above, the fastest growing KHI driven modes will, in general, be expected to drive FLRs with phase speeds somewhat lower than the local sheath speed (see e.g. Mills and Wright, 1999, their Fig. 11) ; however, more slowly growing modes might be excited with speeds closer to U . Hence, on the basis of the phase speed, we cannot unambigously determine whether the dusk flank FLR was driven by a KH unstable waveguide mode. Indeed, according to , a phase speed v ph ∼ U may be more suggestive of a magnetopause running pulse driver than the development of the KHI.
Very recently, Sarafopoulos et al. (2001) have presented ground-based magnetometer observations of large amplitude ULF waves on both the dawn and dusk flanks during an interval of fast solar wind speed. They also proposed the KHI as the mechanism which energised the pulsations. Despite having no in situ measurements local to the magnetopause, Sarafopoulos et al. (2001) observed periodic variations in the > 38 keV electron channel on Geotail in the magnetosheath. These authors argued that magnetopause motion provided a periodic magnetic connectivity between Geotail and the oscillating magnetopause. The electron signatures occurred during intervals of magnetic connectivity to the magnetopause, providing a remote signature of periodic magnetopause oscillations on the dawn flank.
In this study, we are fortunate to have in-situ Cluster data from the dusk flank which can be used to examine the motion and orientation of the magnetopause and boundary layers. The Cluster data can be used to test the hypothesis that the ground pulsations are related to global waveguide modes with corresponding periodic magnetopause motion, perhaps due to the excitation of the KHI. During the interval immediately preceding the observations of the largest amplitude ULF waves on the ground in the Canadian sector (00:00-00:40 UT), the Cluster satellites were following an outbound trajectory through the high latitude dusk lobe and into the magnetosheath, crossing the MP at 23:40 UT. Following the entry into the magnetosheath BL, at 22:10 UT, Cluster repeatedly and quasi-periodically sampled regions of low |B| in the magnetosheath boundary layer (BL) between 22:24-22:56 UT (and possibly longer until around 23:16 UT). While the location of the Cluster quartet in relation to the equilibrium position of the magnetopause was not such that motion of the magnetopause and BL caused Cluster to repeatedly cross the magnetopause, the Cluster observations were consistent with the quasi-periodic motion advecting a locally planar magnetosheath BL across the satellites. This might have resulted in the repeated observation of regions of lower magnetic field magnitude as the satellites repeatedly made observations closer to the magnetopause.
As discussed by Fairfield et al. (2000) (see also Otto and Fairfield, 2000 , and references therein), for MP crossings which move satellites into the magnetosheath from the magnetosphere, the action of the KHI might be expected to rotate the MVA magnetopause normal in a sunward direction as compared to the expected model MP orientation. While the periodic motion in the magnetosheath boundary layer did not generate multiple magnetopause crossings, when Cluster crossed the MP at 23:40 UT a slight sunward rotation of the normal was observed which may be consistent with the action of the KH in the manner described by Fairfield et al. (2000) .
Interestingly, for the quasi-periodic inward motion of the magnetosheath BL (which moves the Cluster satellites further towards the magnetopause) the 4 satellite timings are consistent with the motion of a locally planar structure which is approximately aligned with the expected local MP orientation. If the flank waveguide has a magnetopause standoff distance of 10 R E , typical of waveguide mode driven FLRs with azimuthal wavenumbers m ∼ 2 − 10 will have downtail (azimuthal) wavelengths ∼ 6 − 31 R E . These wavelengths are very much larger than likely ampitudes of magnetopause displacement due to the KHI. Consequently, the angular distortion of the magnetopause normal detected for outbound (magnetosphere to magnetosheath) crossings produced by these long-wavelength KH driven waveguide modes would probably be quite small. This appears to be consistent with the hypothesis that the quasi-periodic structures seen by Cluster might be related to magnetopause motion from KH driven waveguide modes.
While the inward motion of the BL appears to be wellordered by the expected magnetopause orientation, for the outwards motion of the BL (effectively inbound motion of Cluster towards the magnetosphere) the inter-satellite timings and inferred boundary orientations appear to be much more complex. Indeed, in general these do not seem to be clearly ordered by their timings in relation to the expected model magnetopause orientation. This suggests that, if the KHI was responsible for the motion of the magnetosheath BL, it may have developed some vortex structure which is asymmetric with respect to inward and outward motion through the magnetosheath BL. Indeed, in their recent papers Fairfield et al. (2000) and Otto and Fairfield (2000) have presented evidence from MHD simulations and Geotail observations that KHI vortices can produce distortion of the leading edge of the vortex which is seen as a crossing from the magnetosheath into the magnetosphere (inbound in relation to the satellite), as compared to a well defined crossing which is observed in the trailing edge when the satellites cross from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath (outbound). This results in asymmetries between outbound and inbound crossings such that only the magnetosphere to magnetosheath crossings produce well-ordered normals which are rotated slightly sunwards from the expected model MP normal orientation.
Recent observations of 39 encounters with the magnetopause, as measured by the Cluster Electric Field and Wave Experiment and presented by S. D. Bale et al. ["The normal, thickness, and speed of the dusk magnetopause current layer from Cluster Electric Field and Wave experiment measurements of spacecraft potential", unpublished manuscript, 2001] have also provided further clear evidence that magnetosheath to magnetosphere crossings are much less wellordered by the expected magnetopause orientation, are more dispersed and less coherent between the spacecraft than magnetosphere to magnetosheath crossings. If the same asymmetry of distorted planar geometries is generated by the KHI within the BL, as might be expected, then identical inbound/outbound asymmetry might be expected even during intervals when Cluster does not actually cross the MP. This appears to be in accord with the observations reported here and may provide further evidence that Cluster was observing the effects of KHI on the magnetopause in the magnetosheath BL. As shown by Otto and Fairfield (2000) , during times when the satellites are monitoring regions close to a KH vortex, the magetic field in the X −Y plane is likely to be distorted by the field of the KHI. The fact that the entries into regions of low |B| presented here were also characterised by changes in B X and B Y may also be supportive of the action of the KHI (cf. the Geotail observations presented by Fairfield et al., 2000) .
In a recent study, Wright et al. (2000) considered the nature of the waveguide modes which might be excited by the KHI. They concluded that, while KH surface waves are likely to become strongly non-linear on the flanks, KH driven body waveguide modes have much longer growth lengths along the magnetopause and are likely to develop to a much less advanced non-linear stage. Wright et al. (2000) show that the KH driven body modes are only convectively unstable and have down-tail growth lengths ∼ 20 R E ; they suggested that this could explain the success of linear models in reproducing the observed characteristics of waveguide mode driven FLRs. Our observations suggest that some vortex features may have developed at the leading edge of the magnetopause in KH driven waveguide modes, however, given the results from the Wright et al. (2000) study, any vortex features which develop would only be likely to reach a fairly weakly non-linear stage.
The observations we have presented from ground-based instruments in the dusk sector also provide confirmation of the close link between field line resonances and the discrete auroral arcs. Ground-based radar, magnetometer and optical data all showed clear evidence of the latitudinal amplitude and phase characteristics expected of a well-developed FLR, including phase mixing signatures and poleward phase propagation. Figure 5 , in particular, illustrates the very close relationship between the electron precipitation and the FLR fields. Electron precipitation occurs on latitudes near the poleward boundary of the resonance region which itself is close to the open-closed field line separatrix. This implies that large amplitude field line resonances may excite electron precipitation on stretched magnetic field lines (e.g. Greenwald and Walker, 1980; Samson et al., 1991 Samson et al., , 1996 . Moreover, both the oscillations of luminosity measured by the MSP (Fig. 5 ) and the pulses of the azimuthal convection flow (Fig. 8) are seen only during the later stages of the field line resonance evolution. Indeed, the largest increases in luminosity are only observed once the amplitude of the FLR has started to decay, presumably due to the action of ionospheric dissipation once the fast mode is no longer driving the FLR, perhaps through propagation down the waveguide (see, for example Wright, 1994; Wright, 1994, 1995) . This suggests that there may be a finite time between the excitation of the FLR and its triggering of auroral precipitation.
In several studies, it has been suggested that FLRs may accelerate electrons in discrete arcs once the perpendicular FLR scales reach electron inertial length scales in the auroral acceleration region (e.g. Streltsov and Lotko, 1997) . As discussed by Mann et al. (1995) and Mann (1997) (see also Wright and Allan, 1996b) , for an evolving FLR these electron inertial scales can only be reached after a finite time and they usually require large local background perpendicular Alfvén speed gradients. Consequently, one might expect that FLRs may only generate parallel electric fields after a finite time once the fields have phase mixed to inertial length scales. In Fig. 5 , the dominant optical emissions in the 00:00-00:40 UT wavepacket occur late in the wave packet, which may be supportive of the conclusion that the FLR fields must evolve and phase mix to sufficiently fine scales before significant parallel electron acceleration can occur. Similarly, the arc motions seen by MIRACLE, on the dawn flank in the European sector, were only seen at the end of the 03:30-04:00 UT wavepacket.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that FLR signatures have been seen simultaneously and at the same location with radar, magnetometer and optical instrumentation; earlier studies such as that presented by Samson et al. (1996) have shown characteristics in these three instruments; however, they were not measured at the exactly the same location nor at exactly the same time. Consequently, our observations provide further clear evidence in support of a strong, possibly causal relationship between FLRs and some types of discrete auroral arc.
Summary
We have presented co-ordinated ground-based and Cluster observations which demonstrate that very large amplitude Pc5 ULF waves can be excited on the flanks of the magnetosphere during fast solar wind speed intervals. These global scale ULF waves possess discrete frequency characteristics which are consistent with the energising of magnetospheric waveguide modes and subsequently FLRs. Cluster observed quasi-periodic motion of the magnetosheath boundary layer (BL) and ULF pulsations of the same period observed on the ground provide further support for the waveguide mode paradigm by demonstrating the periodic boundary motion expected for a global magnetospheric waveguide mode.
Our observations support the hypothesis that a long azimuthal wavelength KH instablity developed on the dusk flank magnetopause (MP) and that the consequent advection of plasma in the magnetosheath boundary layer caused Cluster to periodically sample regions lying deeper in the magnetosheath. The fact that the frequency of the quasiperiodic Cluster entries deeper into the magnetosheath BL closely matched the period of the ULF waves observed on the ground strongly supports the hypothesis that the pulsations observed on the ground were related these magnetopause fluctuations. Moreover, an apparent asymmetry observed between inbound and outbound motion of the magnetosheath BL adds credence to the hypothesis that magnetopause KHI acted as the energy source for the excitation of the global scale waveguide modes. Given that multiple discrete frequency FLRs were also observed on the dawn-side, with common azimuthal phase speeds which were less than the expected magnetosheath speed, our observations also suggest that the KHI was simultaneously energising waveguide modes and FLRs on the dawn flank.
Using co-incident observations from ground-based magnetometer, optical and radar instrumentation we also presented the first evidence from co-incident measurements of a very close relationship between FLR fields and the generation of discrete auroral arcs. Our observations demonstrate that the excitation of ULF waves in the form of magnetospheric waveguide modes may provide an important solar wind-magnetosphere coupling mechanism, as well as possibly being reponsible for important magnetosphereionosphere coupling via the generation and modulation of electron precipitation into the ionosphere.
Despite the fact that ULF waves were observed on both flanks in this study, statistical studies show that, in general, Pc5 ULF wave power peaks in the morning local time sector. This is consistent with the preferential action of the KHI on the dawn flank, perhaps as a result of IMF tension stabilising the KHI on the dusk side. Since the Cluster orbit is precessing from dusk, past noon and towards dawn, there are likely to be other interesting conjunctions between the Cluster satellites and ground-based instrumentation in the morning sector. These conjunctions should allow more detailed co-ordinated ground-satellite studies to be completed in the future. Finding intervals when Cluster repeatedly enters and exits the magnetopause during periods of fast solar wind speed will allow the importance of the KHI for driving global scale ULF waves to be more fully determined. These studies may provide further evidence of the importance of magnetospheric waveguide modes and FLRs as a pathway for energy transport in solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
